PLASTORIA - CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY & ENV
ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSABILITY

Brussels, 7th May 2013
To Whom It May Concern,
Please be advised that PLASTORIA is committed to conducting its business affairs in a socially
responsible and ethical manner consistent with all applicable national and local legal requirements,
customs, and published industry standards pertaining to employment and manufacturing.
We also believe that we at PLASTORIA as a corporation are playing a central role as all businesses in
improving the economic and the social conditions of the world and we hereby take the following
commitment to our business to try improving the world we live in …
1. Our responsibilities as a business
business
The value of a business to society is the wealth and employment it creates and the marketable
products and services it provides to consumers at a reasonable price commensurate with quality. To
create such value, a business must maintain its own economic health and viability.
2. Our economic
economic and social impact
PLASTORIA establishes relationship and partnership in foreign countries to develop, produce or sell.
Those businesses should also contribute to the social advancement of those countries by creating
productive employment and by helping to raise the purchasing power of their citizens.
We believe that partnership that we create should contribute to human rights, education, welfare,
and vitalization of the countries in which they operate.
3. Our business behavior
behavior
While accepting the legitimacy of trade secrets PLASTORIA recognizes that sincerity, candor,
truthfulness, the keeping of promises, and transparency contribute not only to our own credibility and
stability but also to the smoothness and efficiency of our business.
4. The respect
respect for rules
To avoid trade frictions and to promote freer trade, equal conditions for competition, and fair and
equitable treatment for all participants, PLASTORIA respects international and domestic rules. In
addition, PLASTORIA recognizes that some behavior, although legal, may still have adverse
consequences and take the commitment to avoid getting involved in such behavior.
5. The respect
respect of the environment
PLASTORIA does its uttermost to protect and, where possible, improve the environment, promote
sustainable development, and prevent the wasteful use of natural resources.

6. The avoidance
avoidance of illicit operations
PLASTORIA does not participate in or condone bribery, money laundering, or other corrupt practices:
indeed, PLASTORIA seeks cooperation with others to eliminate them. PLASTORIA does not trade in
arms or other materials used for terrorist activities, drug trafficking or other form of organized crime.
7. Treatment of our customers
customers
At PLASTORIA we are willing to treat all customers with dignity, irrespective of whether they purchase
our products and services directly from us or from any of our distributors or their clients.
8. Treatment of our employees
employees
At PLASTORIA, we believe in the dignity of every employee and in taking employee interests seriously.
9. Treatment of our suppl
suppliers
uppliers
Our relationship with suppliers and subcontractors must be based on mutual respect. We therefore
have a responsibility to seek fairness and truthfulness in all our activities, including pricing, licensing,
and rights to sell.
10.
10. Treatment of our comp
competitors
ompetitors
At PLASTORIA, we believe that fair economic competition is one of the basic requirements for
increasing the wealth of nations and ultimately for making possible the just distribution of goods and
services. We therefore have a responsibility to promote competitive behavior that is socially and
environmentally beneficial and demonstrates mutual respect among competitors.
Conclusion: Corporate Social Responsibility can and should govern every aspect of our business life.
We recognize that the rewards, both for PLASTORIA and the society at large, are important.
We at PLASTORIA commit to follow the above principle whenever we can.

